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      Students, this week we’re going to keep on studying CONNECTORS 

(conjunção). os connectors são aquelas palavrinhas que dão coerência e coesão 

ao texto/informações que queremos transmitir.  

Conjunção é a palavra invariável que tem por função ligar orações ou termos de 

mesmo valor gramatical. Exemplos: Faz sol, mas está frio. Comprou pera e 

mamão.  

      Existem vários connectors (conjunções), vamos estudar algumas.  

1. AND: E acrescenta/adiciona informações.  

ex: I love apples and oranges. Brazil has many beaches and mountains.  

2. BUT: MAS/PORÉM informa ideias opostas/contraditórias.  

ex: Brazil is beautiful but it’s very discriminatory. (bonito mas/porém desigual) I 

like tea but I prefer coffee.  

3. BECAUSE: PORQUE justifica  

ex: I prefer coffee because it’s more tasty. (porque é mais saboroso) We need to 

study because we want to succeed.(porque queremos ter sucesso).  

4. BECAUSE OF: POR CAUSA DE/DA... devido ao fato/ por causa de algo  

ex: I like the school because of the teachers. (por causa dos professors) Let’s 

pay attention because of the tests. 
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ATIVIDADES 

1) Use the correct linking word to complete the sentences: AND, BUT, 

BECAUSE, BECAUSE OF.  

A. I couldn’t sleep ___________________ there was a party next door.  

B. It was very cold outside ________________ the bad weather.  

C. I didn’t attend last class ________________ I understood the exercise.  

D. Copy _____________ do the homework. 4. My house had been painted 

_________________ I didn’t like the color.  

E. Turn on the TV ________________ change the channel, please.  

F. Give me this pen back ________________ it’s mine.  

G. Stop working ______________ talk to me.  

H. The garden is fantastic ______________ the flowers.  

I. Let’s buy some fruit _____________ vegetables.  

J. The plants are beautiful ________________ I’ve been watering them. 

2) Match the sentences:  

A. They can’t afford the phone 11 pro max … (   ) because they’re going to be in 

the test.  

B. Let’s pay more attention in class …           (   ) but they love each other.  

C. My mother is planting flowers …                (   ) because of the colors.  

D. Close the door… ( ) and herbs.  

E. The painting is very intense…                  (   ) because I’m hungry.  

F. You should copy the exercises…             (   ) and open the windows.  

G. The weather is beautiful…                       (   ) because I have little money.  

H. I’m going to prepare something to eat… (   ) because the teacher is explaining 

it.  

I. They ‘re not talking …                                    (   ) because of the complains.  

J.That man went to prison…                           (    ) but it’s very cold.  
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